Pareto optimality is a domain-independent property that can be used to coordinate distributed engineering agents. Within a model of design called Redux, some aspects of dependency-directed backtracking can be interpreted as tracking Pareto optimality. These concepts are implemented in a framework, called Next-Link, that coordinates legacy engineering systems. This framework allows existing software tools to communicate with each other and a Redux agent over the Internet. The functionality is illustrated with examples from the domain of electrical cable harness design.
Introduction
Coordination of distributed engineering agents frequently involves globally con icting solutions to multiple local objectives. While much computer research on support of collaborative engineering concerns global metrics for optimization, decision support, and negotiation, a basic coordination function is support of Pareto optimality 5].
It is frequently di cult to nd a global objective function even for problems that otherwise can be easily mapped into integer programming (IP), a general technique for satisfying multiple objectives with constraints. This is because it is di cult to assign a metric to di erent objectives. For example, how should the cost of the artifact be weighted with respect to its time to market, weight, or various features? The di culty of generating an \objective" function is increased by the fact that even small numeric changes in weights can generate very di erent solutions 3] .
When problem solving is distributed over multiple agents with expertise in di erent domains, the di culty is exacerbated. For example, an electronics engineer may want to use a position sensor that the mechanical engineer nds too heavy for the gimbal and motors of an artifact they are collaboratively designing. The resolution of such a con ict is often not subject to any objective algorithm. Such con icts are likely to be resolved by intervention of a manager or simply the give and take of normal engineering discussion. An objective function is simply not an appropriate tool for support of such con icts.
There are decision support tools for providing argumentation in such a situation 1, 15] and for attempting to optimize multiple objective decisions 7] . It is sometimes feasible to at least perform local optimization over weighted objectives 2]. We do not here address all of the problems in these approaches beyond noting that there seems to be no general solution to multiple objective optimization. However, there is a simpler but useful formalism applicable to the satisfaction of multiple objectives among distributed agents: the tracking of Pareto optimality.
\Tracking" means that the problem solver is automatically noti ed of Pareto optimality loss and of the particular opportunity to improve the design 1 . In this paper, we show that this functionality has three important properties for multiple objective problem solving: 1) opportunities to improve the local solution are noticed that otherwise would be lost, 2) resolution of con icts may be delayed inde nitely, and 3) \thrashing" during problem solving backtracking is prevented. These properties are especially important when problem solving is distributed. We also show how this tracking function is implemented with novel arti cial intelligence techniques.
2 Pareto Optimality Figure 1 shows four geometric examples of Pareto optimality. In these gures, the circles represent objectives that are satis ed best when the area of the circle is maximized. The constraints are that the circles may not overlap and must t within the triangle.
We might further impose a global objective function in this case that is equal to the sum of the circle areas. Only one of these gures is globally optimal whereas three of them are Pareto optimal. One gure is not Pareto optimal because the area on whether it was a good move. Automatic noti cations may alert the engineer to opportunities not previously considered.
of one circle may be enlarged without violating the constraints. This can occur in a distributed design project because one of the other circles has been moved or modi ed by one of the team members.
Pareto optimality is a predicate. While one may be able to assign a quantitative metric, such as the area of the circle, the answer as to whether the global solution is Pareto optimal is \yes" or \no". It does not matter initially how much a circle can be enlarged, only that it can be. How much is to be evaluated after the possibility is noted. A corollary is that Pareto optimality does not address local extrema with respect to any utility. Neither does Pareto optimality provide a method for choosing among preferences or alternatives.
Nevertheless, tracking Pareto optimality is an important function for distributed agents. Detection of a lack of Pareto optimality is an alert to an opportunity to improve the design that otherwise might be missed, especially when no one engineer understands all of the design dependencies. Once such a lack has been detected, then special purpose algorithms can provide various evaluation functions that are likely to be domain-speci c. Tracking Pareto optimality does not preclude such methods and it does not require an objective function that must compare \apples and oranges" in complex domains: it is a domain-independent function.
We illustrate the utility of tracking Pareto optimality with a scenario from our current domain: electrical cable harness design. It is important to carefully consider such an example because providing Pareto optimality as a coordination function is novel and its importance may not be su ciently understood. While our implementation is of technical interest, it is this idea that is the main principle of this paper, and one that can be freely reused independently of our implementation.
After a careful reading, it can be seen that the following example is actually very simple, and easily generalizable to any con guration design task. What the reader should note is how quickly even such a simple example becomes di cult to follow. It becomes even more di cult in practice when each engineer is trying many versions and may be unaware of the decisions of other engineers. Even such simple problems require the "bookkeeping" provided by Pareto optimality tracking.
Electrical Cable Harness Design
The design of electrical cable harnesses for missiles, airplanes, and other complex artifacts consists of con guring the topologies of cable harnesses that satisfy electrical connectivity requirements; routing cables through a three dimensional space with bending and clamping constraints; selecting connectors, shielding, and other parts; and optimizing for weight and cost.
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Figure 2: Cable Design Components
There are distinct tools for 1) specifying the physical environment, 2) generating the cable topology, 3) free space routing, and 4) parts selection as illustrated by Figure 2 . Di erent engineers may use di erent copies of these tools for di erent cable harnesses that may con ict in their routing solutions. In addition, each tool may produce a solution that may con ict with another tool. E.g., it may not be possible to generate an acceptable routing with a given topology. Or, after parts selection, the resulting path re nement may show that the initial routing is not feasible. Or the overall design manager may object to the combination of cable weights. 
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Figure 3: Cable Harness Environment
The role of Pareto optimality in the cable harness design scenario can be illustrated with a simple example consisting of only two cable harnesses and a few versions of each. This scenario begins with an environment in which the cables are to be placed. The environment, illustrated in Figure 3 , is a space with connection points, physical obstacles, hazardous zones (e.g., high temperature, EMF, vibration, or ak), restricted spaces, and clamping points.
In this scenario, there are two engineers, say Jane and Joe, attempting to con gure and route cable harnesses Cable-1 and Cable-2 respectively. Cable-1 is a simple cable 
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Figure 4: Jane's Solution: P2V2
with no topology that is to run from connector Con2 to Con7. Cable-2 is a cable harness, with various topologies possible, that connects Con1, Con3, Con4, Con6, and Con9.
In Figure 4 , we show the second routing, P2V2, of Cable-2. (The rst routing went through the high temperature zone and a third version could not be clamped 2 .) Meanwhile, Joe has had more di culty in nding a solution for Cable-1 as shown in Figure 5 . The rst four tries have run into problems: these four versions are marked with an \X". The reader should note that, in particular, version P1V3, was blocked by the restricted zone in the upper right part of the environment. Joe nally nds an acceptable solution with version P1V5. 2 A more detailed version of this scenario can be found at WWW URL http://cdr.stanford.edu/html/NextLink/scenario.html. When Jane and Joe publish their solutions, some global constraints can be evaluated. A Constraint Manager, and the reader, will note that both cables pass through the same narrow area making one or both inaccessible for maintenance as shown in Figure 6 . Suppose that Jane moves her cable to the left to solve the problem as shown in Figure 7 . This is now local version P2V4.
The current solution consists of the current two local versions: fP 1V 5, P2V 4g.
There are at least three major types of support that could be used in this scenario: negotiation, explanation 3 , and change. We will brie y discuss the rst two but emphasize the last in this paper. To this end, we now suppose that the restricted zone in the upper right part of the environment has been removed. This is a realistic occurrence: space is reserved for possible use until late in the design process when it is clear that the space is not needed. It may be obvious to the reader exactly what e ect this change should have on the design. However, distributed engineers in a complex design may easily miss the dependence of their various versions on not only changeable speci cations but also on the decisions of other engineers. Even in this very simple example, here condensed, involving only two (2) cables and only a few versions of each, the desirability of some bookkeeping about such dependencies may be evident.The necessity for such bookkeeping becomes even more clear when one realizes that each version actually consists of subsets of versions of con gurations, paths, part selections, and re nement What should happen as a result of the restricted space becoming free is that Joe should be noti ed that previously rejected version P1V3 is now possible. 5 Suppose that Joe now instructs the system to make this earlier version the current one.
At least one rami cation of Joe's revision is that Jane should now be noti ed that version P2V2 in Figure 4 is possible again. If Jane takes advantage of this opportunity to improve the design, the result, as shown in Figure 8 , is a solution in which both cables have improved their routing over the solution consisting of fP 1V 5, P2V 4g. This better solution, fP 1V 3, P2V 2g is new: it had not been previously considered.
Without proper bookkeeping, this possibility can easily be missed. In principle, the noti cations to Joe and Jane can be made by detecting that the total solution is no longer Pareto optimal and assuming that earlier designs are preferred unless otherwise indicated. In the example, P1V3 was blocked by the restricted space. When the latter was removed, the current routing for Cable-1 could be improved without decreasing the satisfaction of any other objective. But then this removed a source of con ict blocking the best solution for Cable-2: P2V4. Thus, this routing could also be improved. The solution became Pareto suboptimal in both cases and this was the basis for the noti cations. In the next section, we show how such tracking can be accomplished, supporting change as well as negotiation and explanation.
The Redux Design Model
In order to implement a principle such as Pareto optimality, one must have a formal notion of an objective, the satisfaction of an objective, and con icts between objectives. The Redux model of design problem solving 12] provides such formality. Only a subset of this model is needed to perform the bookkeeping duties described above. We call this subset Redux 0 and have implemented it as a coordination service agent 13] that performs a number of useful functions for distributed design 14] . In this section, we describe this model and show how in particular it supports the tracking of Pareto optimality. To simplify matters, we do not distinguish further the complete problem-solving Redux model and the dependency tracking subset Redux 0 in this paper.
In the Redux ontology, a design decision consists, minimally, of a goal (or \objec-tive" or \task") that it reduces (\satis es" or \accomplishes"), and a result. A result is either a set of assignments and/or subgoals.
In practice, a goal or an assignment can be any arbitrary statement about the design: the representation is semi-structured. The semantics of the types, only, are determined by the Redux model. Though they have additional properties, the most important semantics of a goal is that it is satis ed when either a decision has reduced it to solely assignments, or if all of its subgoals are satis ed. The important point to make about assignments is that these are what may violate constraints.
Constraints are de ned by task agents. Violations are detected either by these agents or by a generic Constraint Manager. What is communicated to Redux is that a violation has occurred, along with the constraint and the assignments involved. The semantic commitment is simply that assignments are results of decisions and are the only things that may violate a constraint. And a constraint violation may be resolved by \taking back" an assignment: revising a design decision. Constraint violations may also be resolved by relaxing a constraint or by removing statements about the design environment that form conditions for the constraint. For example, the overall container size may be enlarged leaving more room to route the cables. The Redux model of design is illustrated in Figure 9 with two decisions, P2-V2 and P1-V5. As shown, it is a constraint between the two assignments that implicitly connects the two goals. In terms of the two-cable harness scenario, one goal is \Route Cable-1". Each goal represents a task that may be worked on by an engineer/agent independently. One assignment is path P1V5, the result of decision P1-V5 by Joe.
Redux Scenario Model
(The name of the decision is arbitrary -in this application, cable routing decisions are automatically named after the paths they create.) Similarly, Jane has reduced the goal \Route Cable-2" with the decision P2-V2 with the result of the assignment path P2V2. Figure 9 also shows that Jane's decision may lead to other subgoals: e.g., to select parts and re ne the path with spline ts. Illustrated is a subgoal \Choose Shielding for Cable-2" to be worked on by engineer James.
The incompatibility between the two is expressed as a constraint: simply not (\path P2V2" and \path P1V5") 6 . In this case, the constraint is generated by a user using a menu and clicking on two designs. Figure 10 shows the Redux model of the situation in which Jane has gone from version P2V2 to P2V4. Decision P2-V2 has been rejected because of the con ict between assignments P2V2 and P1V5. The new decision to route Cable-2 is represented by decision P2-V4 with result \path P2V4". This gure also introduces the notion of a decision rationale.
A rationale is an optional property of a decision in the Redux model. But some rationales are automatically constructed without explicit input from an engineer/agent. In this case, Redux is told that there is a con ict between assignments P1V5 and P2V2. Redux informs Joe and Jane each that this con ict can be resolved by rejecting either P1-V5 or P2-V2. When Jane chooses to resolve the con ict by rejecting P2-V2, Redux remembers that the rationale for the rejection is the combination of the constraint and assignment P1V5. Further, when P2-V4 is made, Redux provides a rationale consisting of the rejection of P2-V2 because it knows that this is the next attempt to satisfy goal \Route Cable-2". The result is a rationale 7 for P2-V4 that consists of the rejection of P2-V2 that in turn has a rationale including the constraint and assignment P1V5. Figure 11 illustrates how Redux has information su cient to provide Pareto optimality tracking. There is now an information link between decision P2V4 and path P1-V5 via the rejection of decision P2V2. When Joe rejects path P1-V5 in favor of P1-V3, Redux uses this link to notify Jane that the earlier decision P2V2 to use route P2-V2 is no longer blocked by the path P1-V5 of Cable-1.
Similarly, since the constraint itself is involved in the rejection reason, then a similar propagation of change occurs when a constraint is relaxed. For example, it was the relaxation of the restricted space constraint that allowed Joe to change the routing of Cable-1 in the scenario from P1-V5 to P1-V3. 8 While this is not the main topic of this paper, it is worth noting here that this For example, when P1-V2 is rejected, James working on goal \Choose Shielding for Cable-2" is noti ed that his current work may be in vain, indicated by the darkening of the goal in Figure 10 .
A new route may render the current work on selecting parts and re ning spline ts useless. Redux can make this and similar noti cations because of the links in the model as detailed in 13].
A good example of this capability is a Goal Block, illustrated in Figure 12 . Suppose that Jane cannot nd another way to route her cable if the rst way is blocked by Joe's cable. Obviously this should be Joe's problem as well. But also suppose, as may happen, that Jane's routing depends upon a particular cable topology de ned by Jack. In Redux, this may be represented as a subgoal relationship and/or a simple input to Jane's task. In such a case, both Jack and Joe should be noti ed. With Redux, Jane need only declare the goal blocked: Redux will notify the appropriate contributors.
Pareto optimality is modeled by de ning objectives as goals, the satisfaction of these objectives as assignments, and the connection between these satisfactions as constraints. By recording decisions and generating decision rationales, the Redux model speci es linkages between the objective satisfactions (decision results) su cient to implement a form of Pareto optimality. Speci cally, detection of Pareto optimality depends upon information generated in the course of design and revision. A general look-ahead mechanism is intractable. The Redux model at least insures that the design will be Pareto optimal with respect to options already considered. That this is useful is illustrated by the cable scenario. While Redux does not look ahead and guarantee that P2V2 will be consistent with P1-V3 (not a domainindependent task), it does give the designers the opportunity to test this new possibility that might otherwise be be unnoticed. The more one designs with revision, especially with multiple designers and engineers, the more complex become the dependencies and the more likely that Pareto optimality will be lost without notice unless a tracking system is implemented. It is especially important to notice that something other than standard version control is needed. The nal scenario con guration of fP 1V 3, P2V 2g would not have been captured by a \snapshot" of any previous state of the whole design since the two routes had never been considered together.
In addition to preventing the loss of opportunities to improve the design as discussed above, there are two other general bene ts that accrue from this approach. First, con icts do not need to be resolved when they occur. The problem solver may decide to defer resolution of some con icts as part of the solution strategy. This is even more important when multiple agents participate in a con ict: each would like the freedom to schedule con ict resolution. This is not possible with approaches that depend upon numerical tracking, such as 2].
This approach also ensures that at the least agents will be noti ed if they attempt to revisit a problem solving state known to be bad, thus avoiding thrashing. And they are guaranteed that a proposed set of decision rejections will resolve the given constraint. Together, these properties ensure that the combined set of users will not generate the same con ict over and over, perhaps in a cycle that is not easily predicted. This guarantee is unique to Redux: it is not true of systems such as that of 2] or 16] or any other that supports this kind of revision capability.
The AI Substrate
Redux represents work from arti cial intelligence in two major ways. One is the model ontology. It was developed out of many experiments and represents a hypothesis that a large class of design can be represented by these types of objects and their linkages. The design strategy represented is implicitly depth-rst search with dependencydirected backtracking, though there is no commitment to top-down design. Goals may be introduced in any order and subgoal linkages do not necessarily represent goal decomposition. Multiple designs are also not precluded by the depth-rst search paradigm though an additional context maintenance mechanism is necessary.
One of the most important ontological commitments in the Redux model is the distinction between a goal and a constraint. They both appear to be a type of specication or requirement. What is the di erence between requiring that a cable connect two parts and that it not weigh more than two pounds? The di erence is indeed an arbitrary choice of representation, but it can be a useful di erence. One basis for a distinction is the requirement in the Redux ontology that initially, before any relevant decisions are made, a goal is not satis ed and a constraint is not violated. For example, before any design decision is made, the electrical connections are not made but no weight limit is exceeded. This distinction is common to other systems, such as integer programming in which constraints are to be respected while some global objective is to be maximized.
It is also the case that goals typically represent speci cations that can be met as a matter of degree and constraints are \hard," though they too may be relaxed. The Redux model makes no commitment to this, but it can be shown that a problem solver may miss solutions if constraints are relaxed before all ways of satisfying a goal are tried.
An important ontological commitment of the Redux model is to distinguish between decision validity and decision optimality. This distinction is not only useful in design, but is necessary for building any coherent revision system. Many decisions are made for reasons that may later become invalid. For example, one may choose an airline ight, or a cable component, because of cost. If that cost changes, this rationale may be invalid. In the Redux model, we say that the decision optimality has been lost and in fact the decision may be suboptimal. But the ight or the component may still be perfectly possible and continue to be part of the plan or design.
But if the ight is canceled, or the component becomes unavailable, then the choice is no longer viable. The same is true if the engineer simply revises the decision for whatever reason. Now the decision is no longer valid. Any assignments that resulted from it are no longer part of the design. And work should be suspended on any of the subgoals that resulted from it 9 Thus he distinction between optimality and validity is useful in helping people manage change while retaining control.
The notion of validity in the Redux ontology is general and bears further comment. The general idea is that of logical validity. A proposition is either a valid inference from the axioms or not. In the Redux model, the validity of a decision is de ned by formal rules and is inferred or not depending upon the state of the system: that is, Redux is a nonmonotonic system. We also say that assignments and goals are valid or invalid, depending upon whether they have the support of a valid decision. Again, this notion of validity is whether it can be inferred given the state of the system. If a goal is invalid, there is no valid reason to work on it. If an assignment is invalid, it is no longer a design feature supported by a valid design decision.
Apart from these ontological concerns, Redux is based upon work in truth maintenance as detailed in 12]. Here we simply note that the implementation of the model is not conceptually important. It could have been implemented in Prolog: the implementation decisions are about whether to cache or not and how to detect change computationally. We have chosen to use work previously done on dependency-directed backtracking that maps directly on to the concept of Pareto optimality.
In particular, the sort of \no-good" justi cation for the rejection that is automatically generated by the truth maintenance system during dependency-directed backtracking will become invalid exactly when Pareto optimality is lost 12]. Dependency-directed backtracking means jumping back to any one of the contributing decisions, as opposed to, say, chronological backtracking. However, it implies a search mechanism that ensures that one does not jump back to a search state previously visited nor omit a new possible state 11].
To elaborate brie y on the rationale to be constructed for a rejected decision,
given a constraint C that is violated by the conjunction of a set of assignments fA 1 : : : A n g, there is a corresponding disjunct of conjuncts of decisions. Each conjunct set DC i = fD 1 : : :D m g corresponds to an assignment A i : these are the decisions currently supporting the assignment. In addition, there may be an additional set of \facts" fF 1 : : :F l g upon which the constraint or its violation is conditional.
To resolve a constraint violation by changing design decisions then means rejecting all of the decisions supporting one of the assignments. Suppose the culprit is selected to be A i . Then each of the corresponding decisions in DC i should receive a rejection rationale. This rationale will contain a reference to the constraint C so that if it is relaxed, the rationale will become invalid. Similarly, it will refer to the facts fF 1 : : :F l g. And it will refer to the other assignments fA 1 : : : A i?1 ; A i+1 : : : A n g.
Goal blocks are similarly treated: some decision must be revised to resolve the goal block. Decisions creating the blocked goal as well as inputs to rejected decisions must also be included in the rationale.
Implementation details have been previously described 12]. Rather than repeat them, it is more important here to note that this rejection rationale can be used to prevent thrashing and incompleteness. Whenever one of the other con icting assignments or contributing facts, or the constraint, is no longer the case, the decision rejection rationale is no longer valid. Thus it is valid whenever the constraint would be violated if the decision were to be remade. And it is not valid otherwise.
The behavior of this rejection rationale is what is needed with dependency-directed backtracking to eliminate search thrashing and incompleteness. And, in the Redux model interpretation, it is also the mechanism needed to track Pareto optimality. Though Pareto optimality has been previously connected to a kind of truth maintenance 4], this mapping between dependency-directed backtracking and Pareto optimality is novel.
The Next-Link Framework
How is such a model to be practically implemented for distributed engineering? As with other systems that provide some sort of design rationale service, it is important that the user not be overly burdened with communications with such a service. At the same time, one must deal with legacy systems for various design tasks. Our solution is to use Application Program Interfaces (APIs) that translate between the execution of the existing code and messages to and from the Redux server to reduce the number of messages that must be sent directly by the user.
Next-Link is a framework for the distributed application of generic engineering services to cable design and similar routine engineering and con guration tasks 10 The legacy system in this case is a set of design tools with user interfaces, already exchanging a simple set of messages. In 14], we detail how these existing messages are translated into messages about decisions in the Redux formalism. In the current Next-Link system, we use these messages and additional ones to coordinate the design.
Messages to Redux are sent by each software agent, either through normal execution of the agent during design, or by request of the user and additional functions added to the interface.
Messages from Redux are conveyed to the engineer as \pop-up" mail messages in the user interface of each agent. An indicator alerts the engineer to messages from Redux. By pressing a \button" on the interface, the user sees the message. This was easy to add to the existing interface because a message mechanism already existed in the interface.
Here we only sketch some of the messages that are exchanged in the cable scenario above. One is simply declaration of a constraint violation. This might be sent by any of the agents, but speci es the constraint and the assignments involved in the con ict. The constraint violation does not have to be removed immediately. The engineers my proceed with an \inconsistent" design as desired. We have found that this capability is essential when engineers participate in the cable harness design process. They frequently choose to temporarily override constraints knowing that these constraints are likely to be rendered inactive by subsequent developments in the design.
Any agent may request complete information on how to resolve any existing constraint violation at any time. The Redux server then identi es the decisions supporting the assignments. This is an important task for supporting the negotiated resolution of the con ict that involves AND/OR and subsumption relationships among the decisions.
The decisions form an AND/OR tree because multiple decisions may support a particular assignment. To take an example from the thermodynamics domain, the choice of a heat exchanger may be used by one agent simply to transfer heat and by another agent to support a pipe. If the heat exchanger were involved in a con ict, Redux would notify both agents and note that both decisions would have to be rejected in order to revise the heat exchanger. This is in addition to other decisions and agents that may be in con ict with the heat exchanger. Each agent a ected will receive a noti cation and each may ask for the AND/OR tree of possible solutions.
Redux will also note any subsumption relations between the decisions. For example, through a set of dependencies tracked by Redux, it may be that the validity of one decision depends upon another and both are involved in a con ict. Redux will note that the dependent decision should be rejected before the one on which it depends since the reverse order would cause both decisions to be rejected.
Redux allows any agent designated as a \Design Manager" to be privileged. A Design Manager receives all noti cations of con icts. Further, though normal task agents are not allowed by Redux to reject any decision made by another agent, a Design Manager may reject any agent's decision.
The cable scenario is implemented by representing the restricted space and the cable overlay problem as constraints. The removal of the restricted space with the Environmental Editor (EE) agent is translated by the Redux API into a message to Redux that the constraint has been relaxed. This results in a message from Redux to Joe, through his Free Space Manager (FSM) agent, that route P1V5 is no longer optimal and that P1V3 is now the preferred route. When Joe agrees, the FSM noti es Redux of the change in decisions. Redux then noti es Jane, through her FSM agent, that P2V4 is no longer optimal and P2V2 is preferred.
Either engineer may also send a variety of questions to Redux requesting further explanation information about the status of the design. For example, a given decision might have been rejected for a variety of reasons. Redux will in this case generate a structured English message to Jane (based upon the generic Redux model of design) that decision P2V2 may be be optimal because the previously preferred decision P2V3 is invalid and there is no longer an overlap con ict with path P1-V5:
The path for cable 2, P2-v2, which was generated by decision P2V2, may now be optimal. The reason is -Decision P2V2 is preferred to decisions P2V3 P2V4 because the fact "shortest cable" is believed. It had been rejected -to resolve a violation of constraint-2, "cables overlap", over assignments A-9 A-3 but assignment A-9, "path P1-v5", is no longer valid -because P2V3 overrode P2V2 but P2V3 is no longer valid.
The architecture of the current Next-Link system is shown in Figure 13 . Each agent in the architecture has a basic API for communication. In the current implementation, this is KAPI: the KQML API from the SHADE project 6]. This basic 
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Redux' API Figure 13 : Next-Link Architecture agent communications protocol allows each agent to be located anywhere on the Internet. On top of this KAPI is a Redux API that implements a service-level protocol for communicating with the Redux server.
Future Work
We are also implementing a service-level protocol for a Constraint Manager. We do not here detail the Redux and Constraint Manager protocols beyond noting that they are intended to be domain-independent and the Constraint Manager protocol is intended to allow a variety of constraint systems to be used for design in conjunction with the Redux server.
The messages from Redux are now sent to the software agents because a user interface already existed for such messages. An alternative is simply for Redux to send email to the user rather than the agent. Similarly, the user may send KQML messages directly to Redux. We plan to build a generic World-Wide Web interface to Redux using the HTTP capability of KAPI and have already implemented a basic forms page.
The Redux server is implemented and Next-Link can perform the two cable scenario and others. We are currently working to expand these services, increase the granularity of the design decisions visible to Redux, represent multiple parallel designs and projects, and resolve con icts by rejecting several decisions at once though only one revision would logically eliminate the con ict. An example of the last capability is weight reduction: changing the weight of one component might technically keep the total under the limit, but it might be better to reduce the weights of several components at one time.
However, the basic support for the tracking of Pareto optimality is implemented as described. This provides a method of combining local versions for distributed version control. Con ict resolution can be delayed as desired, and problem solving \thrash-ing" eliminated. Most important, opportunities to improve the design, generated by previous con ict revision, will not be lost. This is novel functionality necessary for distributed design with con ict and revision. 
